Your Show in Historic Holmberg Hall

Rules and Regulations

- **LENGTH:** Your show is allotted **twelve minutes and thirty seconds (12:30)** of the program. You will be given a thirty second (0:30) grace period in case the band is running slow, forgotten lines slow you down, or any other circumstance occurs that might lengthen your show. You have thirteen minutes (13:00) from the time your first line is spoken or note is played until every member of your cast is **off the stage**. Your act will loose **3 points per second over thirteen minutes (13:00)**. Your shows will be penalized for running over time starting with the first judged show on Friday, March 25th.

- **MONEY:** You may not spend more than **$2,500** on any aspect of your show. You may not use any donated or previously owned materials that exceed **$500** in value. You should keep a detailed budget with receipts showing the types and dollar amounts of purchases you have made. At any time Rachel Kay, the Vice Chair of Finance, should be **allowed to review your budget** to ensure that you are not over-spending.

- **STUNTS:** The same rules for stunts carry over from auditions. **No tumbling or flying stunts** of any kind will be permitted. No individual should ever be thrown above shoulder-level (shoulder-sits are okay).

- **ATTIRE:** Proper foot attire should be worn **at all times** while using Holmberg Hall. **No one barefoot or in flip flops will be allowed to rehearse or perform on the stage.**

- **IMAGES:** We will be using a state-of-the-art, 20’x15’ screen and projector for our back drops this year. You **may not use any more than ten (10) images** in your show. Images must be submitted to Max Nicholson by **Friday, March 11th, at 5:00pm** at MaxNicholson@ou.edu. Images must be submitted in their intended order of appearance and must be at least **1024x768 pixels in size** (bigger is better).

- **JUDGING:** You will be evaluated by the exact same method used in auditions. A dance, spirit, and vocal judge will have the opportunity to award you up to **75 points** based on category points and points for overall place. The final point totals of the top three places will be announced during the award ceremony.